IN BRIEF

Name Villa Österlen.
What A private garden related
to seashore and forest.
Where Southeast Sweden.
Size 4,000 square metres.
Soil Sandy with added biochar.
Climate Temperate, with low rainfall,
warm summers and an average winter
temperature of 0ºC.
Hardiness zone USDA 7.

Perfectly natural
At Österlen on the Swedish coast, designer
Ulf Nordfjell fuses a strong sense of ecology
with a Swedish sense of design
WORDS LUCY BELLAMY PHOTOGRAPHS JASON INGRAM

This image A wooden footbridge
connects the garden to the beach in Kyhl,
on Sweden’s southeast coast.
Facing page Cornus controversa is reflected
in a freshwater swimming pool underplanted
with Sesleria nitida, Pulsatilla vulgaris,
Armeria maritima and Dianthus arenarius.
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This image Prunus avium and
Fagus sylvatica Atropurpurea
Group in the woodland garden.
Left To the left of the gravel path,
the forest edge comprises Alnus
glutinosa and wild cow parsley.
Across the path a Prunus avium is
surrounded by Hedera helix.

O

sterlen in Kyhl is a garden on the
southeastern coast of Sweden on
the Baltic Sea. It enjoys the very
best of Sweden’s climate, although
it can be windy due to its coastal
location. And while many gardens
take their cue from the wider
landscape, Österlen is more than
this. The garden is positioned
between a closed, dark forest and
the wide open sea, and designed ‘in the tracks of nature’.
A small creek running through the alder forest that leads to
the garden from the road creates the perfect biotope for Alnus
glutinosa to thrive. The creek links the forest to the Baltic Sea,
following the line of the garden and crossing one of the finest
beaches in Sweden – the nature reserve of Sandhammaren –
where white sand dunes are stabilised by grasses and pine trees,
leading to the open sea.
The garden, designed by Ulf Nordfjell, can be split into four
main areas that wrap around a newly built house: at the front,
a woodland garden with spring-flowering bulbs scattered among
Prunus avium, Malus sylvestris and alder spared from the forest,
and, on the beach side, a beautifully planted spring garden with
freshwater pool edging a lawn, a meadow with naturalised
native plants and a Miscanthus ‘field’. Ulf would add to these the
forest at front of the house and the beach beyond, to make six
areas in total. They are as much part of the garden at Österlen as
everything else.
Swedish garden design pairs a strong sense of composition
with ecological thinking. Commissioned to design Österlen six
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years ago, Ulf’s first task was to create a forest garden at the
front of the house. Following the felling of several of the huge
alders in the boundary forest in a storm shortly after he was
asked to design the garden, Ulf set about reinstating the forest
edge within the garden using a mixture of common natives and
some cultivated plants that extend the spring and winter
flowering seasons. A medley of ferns, including Onoclea
sensibilis (the sensitive fern) and Osmunda regalis (the royal
fern), grow cheek by jowl with Brunnera macrophylla ‘Betty
Bowring’, Helleborus niger and Narcissus ‘Actaea’ under a canopy
of spring-flowering trees. The plants are densely packed and
cover every centimetre of soil. Their colour palette of greens and
whites – Ulf’s horticultural signature – shines out in contrast to
the darkness of the forest, fresh, verdant and bright.
The topography of the soil in this part of the garden has
also been changed, using shapes inspired by the sand dunes
beyond, to create a physical space between the cultivated
garden and the forest. “In Sweden there are public areas and
private areas but also something else in between,” says Ulf. This
marks that spot. Raising the soil above groundwater level has
also helped the new planting here to thrive.
Around the back of the house, on the beach side, is a
succession of planting that becomes increasingly wild as it
nears the sea. Stepped down from the house, a delicately
planted spring-flowering terrace contains Tulipa linifolia
Batalinii Group ‘Bright Gem’, Pulsatilla vulgaris, Armeria
maritima (the white form), Dianthus arenarius, Sesleria nitida
and Iris germanica, placed directly into beds of sand. The
planting here is spacious – sparse even – and beautifully
To continue turn to page 74

THE GREEN AND WHITE
PALETTE SHINES OUT
AGAINST THE INTENSITY
OF THE FOREST

Spring-flowering trees,
such as Prunus avium
and Malus sylvestris, are
densely underplanted with
Brunnera macropylla ‘Betty
Bowring’, Helleborus niger,
Narcissus ‘Actaea’ and ferns.

SPARSE PLANTING ON
THE TERRACE ALLOWS
LIGHT TO ACCENTUATE
THE SHAPES AND
COLOURS OF SPRING

This image The spring terrace and
lawn with the emergent wildflower
meadow and seashore beyond.
Facing page The back garden
with Tulipa linifolia Batalinii Group
‘Bright Gem’, Pulsatilla vulgaris,
Armeria maritima and Sesleria
nitida with the emergent foliage of
salvias, irises and amsonias growing
in sand. The soil underneath is
improved with biochar.
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PLANTING BECOMES
INCREASINGLY WILD AS
IT NEARS THE SHORE,
FINALLY GIVING WAY
TO THE SEA

The terrace of the house overlooks the
pool and the lawn, leading to the native
meadow that flowers in June and the
September-flowering field of Miscanthus.

so, allowing the light to infiltrate and highlight the shapes
and colours of the early flowers, picking out the fuzzy blush
of the Pulsatilla and the tiny, white Sesleria heads and making
the brilliant yellow of the tulips glow. The sand layer on the beds
creates a warmer site and prevents the plants from sitting in
freezing water during Sweden’s harsh winters. It also makes
maintenance straightforward and hints at the seashore beyond.
At the edge of this planting is a sunken pool for swimming.
Taking a dip here must be like swimming wild in a Nordic
lake, all open skies, trees and light. On the days when the pool
isn’t in use a Cornus controversa is reflected on the surface, its
architectural shape tipping the balance between the wild and the
made. Beyond the pool is a lawn that extends to a naturalised
meadow using native plants such as Primula veris (the common
cowslip), Campanula rotundifolia (the common harebell or
bluebell), the pasqueflower Pulsatilla vulgaris and Scabiosa
columbaria (small scabious) that grow in longer grass.
A swathe of Miscanthus sinensis ‘Kleine Fontäne’, beyond
this flowers in late summer. It provides a pocket of privacy
when it grows tall and is the final step before the garden
rejoins the public areas at the shore.
Österlen is an arc of a garden, with an increasingly
wild gradient, spanning forest to sea via woodland edge,
terrace, fresh water, meadow, pine forest and beach. The
tracks of nature indeed.
USEFUL INFORMATION
Find out more about Ulf’s work at nordfjellcollection.se
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WORKING WITH NATURE
The trees at Österlen are thinned by
arborists but retain their natural habit.
Opening the woodland canopy on the
approach to the garden allows the wind to
travel through it. Prior to this several of the
larger trees were felled by storms.
Pruning rejuvenates older trees and
stimulates new growth.
At Österlen Ulf worked with an arborist to
reshape the established trees at the forest
edge and in the beach forest.
An open canopy also allows daylight to
penetrate, creating the opportunity for a
more diverse planting in the understorey.

Alnus glutinosa at the far end of
the creek. The sandy beach beyond
the jetty is stabilised by a pine
forest and wild grasses. The beach is
considered one of the best in Sweden.

